Organic waste collection made
easy in high-density cities

Organic waste collection has
never been so well adapted,
manageable and effective
for high-density cities.
Key Features
- IPL’s injection process uses
high density polyethylene (HDPE)
that yields precise design and
consistent thicknesses;
- U V stabilized against
long-term effects of the sun;
- 100% recyclable;
- Unibody design requires
no bolts or holes that could
potentially leak.
Product features

Strong 5” wheels
make the cart easier
to roll out on the curb.

The optionnal mantis
latch is an animal-proof
lock system.

Side handles not only
make it easier to collect
heavy organic waste.
They also protect the
weels from side impact.

Mantis latch efficiency
does not mean it’s hard
to operate. Designed with
ergonomics in mind, it’s
easy to clip back on with
the palm of your hand.

Types of waste

Water lid overlaps
container for a tight
seal that keeps
pests and water out,
and trash in.

Inside, the smooth
finish and rounded
corners are easy
to clean.
Outside, the sandblasted
finish hides scratches
and help keeping a neat
look over time.

Colours available

Two tones
in option. Minimum
quantity required

Monochrome

Organic Waste collection
bin for high-density cities
12 gal U.S. / 45 L
Features-highlights
Lid overlaps container for
a tight seal which keeps pests
and water out.

Grüüm features an ingenious
lid support system:
- No need to hold the lid with
one hand as it stands upward
by itself.
- Collectors will appreciate
that the lid locks tightly
in position when fully opened.

Large footprint means the bins
will stand up on the curb, not on
the side. Durable, dual wear strips
will protect the bottom of the bin.

Bottom side handles make
the heavy bin much easier
to empty. Designed with
ergonomics in mind, they
mean less strain at the
end of the day for collectors.

Optional
- RFID-ready compartment
- Reflective stickers
- Mantis latch

- In mold labeling (lid)
- Multicolour hot stamping option

Comfortable Rounded
Handles make the bin
easy to carry and empty.

Bigger 5” wheels make the bin
easier to roll out.
Handy additional grip weel stay
free from dirt.

Specifications
Handle height

27 in

68.5 cm

Height above lid

25 in

63.5 cm

Width

16 in

40.6 cm

Depth

18.5 in

47 cm

Estimated weight

7.1 lbs

3.2 kg

Estimated capacity

42 lbs

19 kg

Shipping

Shipped fully assembled 1848 units per truckload

12 gal U.S. / 45 L

Best use of space

Our range of products offers solutions
to cities needing space for effective
organic waste collection.

Certifications

Contact us

When you choose IPL, you work
with a recognized industry leader.
IPL was the first plastic injection
company to achieve ISO 9001 quality
certification in North America. The
addition of ISO/TS16949 certification
further demonstrates IPL’s commitment
to quality. These quality initiatives
demonstrate our capabilities and
know-how.

140 Commerciale Street
St-Damien, Que. Canada G0R 2Y0
ipl-plastics.com

1 800 463.0270

